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This is the inaugural issue of a newsletter
published by the Sand Section of the Wayne
County Gem and Mineral Club. In 2019, one of
us, Jim Rienhardt, introduced the club to a new
aspect of “mineral” collector by sharing a
collection of sands and talking about the hobby.
A few members took interest and decided to
give the hobby a try. The other of us, Fred
Haynes, fell for the challenge of collecting and
understanding sands hook, line and sinker.
One thing led to another and at subsequent club
meetings we held sand trades among members,
brought in sand displays, often with
microscopes, and offered short learnings on
some of the sands we have acquired. We seem
to have built an informal sub-group within the
club. The next logical step was to include sand
articles in the monthly WCGMC Newsletter.
Last September we did just that, creating the
WCGMC Sand Page.
We thank Kathleen
Cappon for helping us populate this column in
the December issue (republished here, pg. 7)..

pictures) about their favorite sand, an adventure while
collecting or a learning you have made as an arenophile.
As you will see, we already have outside contributions in
this issue with pieces from Brian Dear of the Niagara
Peninsula Geologic Society and from Robert Winfree of
Anchorage, Alaska. We thank them both for allowing us
to publish/re-publish their fine work.
At the start, we plan a quarterly publication, but the timing
and length are flexible depending on input and interest.
The WCGMC Sand Times will be an online newsletter
only. We’ll find a location on our club webpage and send
links to anyone who expresses an interest. When new
issues are published we will also place notices on our
Facebook Group page and to other Groups with a focus
on Sand Collecting. Time will tell how long the WCGMC
Sand Times survives. Right now the energy level seems
high and there is plenty of input ….and sand.
Let us know what you think:

Fred Haynes (fredmhaynes55@gmail.com)
Jim Rienhardt (siderious@gmail.com)

We plan to continue the Sand Page in the club’s
primary newsletter with timely and pertinent
news for all members to learn from, perhaps
with the hope that the hobby will grow with other
club members. But now, we go one step farther
to create a second newsletter dedicated to sand
collecting and sand collectors.
The target
audience includes not only WCGMC members,
but also arenophiles (sand collectors) outside
the club. Both of us have met (mostly via online
contact through Facebook Groups) and traded
sand with folks from around the world. We think
some of them might find an informal club
newsletter dedicated to arenophilia of interest.
We plan to announce this newsletter outside the
club and permit free access to all. In fact, we
invite contribution from anyone and anywhere:
just send us a short note (preferably with
WCGMC Sand Times

Jim Rienhardt brought his collection of sands to the March
2019 Wayne County Gem and Mineral Club meeting. Soon
after a “club within a club” was born.
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In thinking about what might be interesting to include
in a newsletter focusing on sand collecting, we
gravitated towards the obvious. Who wouldn’t like to
see pictures of sand, perhaps with a common theme
to their selection, or with personal stories to tell?
We do have one big handicap in pulling off such an
exercise as neither of us has a particularly high
quality method of photographing sand under a
microscope. However, perhaps it is the content and
the discussion that matters most and perhaps other
sand enthusiasts will be able to see the color, the
texture, the detail even if it has eluded our
rudimentary equipment And maybe, just maybe,
there is an arenophile among the readers who would
like to help us with the next issue by sending us
some higher quality sand photographs and a little
story behind them?
For this first issue, we decided to each select a sand
from our little neck of the woods in New York State,
one that has special meaning to us.

A Backyard Sand

I live just outside Rochester, NY on one of the
terraces developed by the erosion of lacustrine
deposits left by glacial Lake Iroquois. A shallow
backyard hole is all that was needed to expose and
sample the fine to very fine sorted light orange (ironstained) quartz-rich sand shown to the lower left.

A Colorful Sand

by Jim Rienhardt

I started unofficially collecting sand in 2001. I'm not
sure why. My first sample was collected from Maine
and I had no real intention of growing the collection.
But then I learned of others that collected in a
serious way. On a trip to the Adirondacks some
years later, I collected from Moss Lake, a quiet little
lake hidden away like much is in the area. I scooped
up some of the colorful coarse sand to fine gravel on
the little beach area and I still like looking at it.

by Fred Haynes

Lacustrine sand from pro-glacial Lake Iroquois in
Pittsford, New York. Grains are 0.1 to 0.3mm in
diameter.

About 12,000 years ago, pro-glacial Lake Iroquois
occupied all of current Lake Ontario and extended
significantly south and east into New York. The
glacial ice was retreating, but had not yet melted far
enough north to expose the St. Lawrence Seaway,
forcing the significantly larger Lake Iroquois to drain
east through the Mohawk Valley and then south
along the Hudson River. All of Rochester, NY was
beneath this lake.
WCGMC Sand Times

Imagine the chaos that ensued when the ice finally
retreated past the St. Lawrence Seaway and half of
Lake Iroquois was drained out the St. Lawrence
Seaway.
Imagine the sudden (geologically
speaking) exposure of all the lake sediments and
other glacial sediments in the region of western New
York now exposed. Suddenly all those lacustrine
sediments that had formed on the Lake Iroquois lake
floor were exposed.

Beach sand from Moss Lake in the Adirondacks, wet
and strongly illuminated. Grains are 0.5 to 5.0 mm)

The very coarse sand is dull when dry, but brightens
when wet. Some of the flash is iridescence from wet
iron oxides staining quartz grains, but I must also
acknowledge that some is from the bright lights on
the microscope camera reflecting off the clear
quartz. Regardless of the source of the colors, the
sand is pretty and photogenic and it carries
sentimental value as one of the first New York sands
in my collection. The mostly angular grains tell us
that it is not well traveled and the content comes
from the granite and other igneous rock of the
Adirondack Mountains.
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Brian Dear is an arenophile and a member of the
Niagara Peninsula Geological Society of St. Catharines,
Ontario. This note was published in their monthly
newsletter (The Pink Dolomite Saddle) in Dec., 2019.
We thank Brian and NPGS for allowing us to republish in
the Sand Times.

Beach sands are forever changing. They change
from season to season, in response to water level
change and with proximity to shoreline. But seldom
do they change so drastically in grain composition
as some along Lake Ontario have in recent years.
Four decades ago, beaches along the shore of
Lake Ontario, particularly in the Burlington, Ontario
area were dominated by typical boring, beige,
siliceous quartz-rich sand. But a number of years
ago that all started to change.
Zebra and quagga mussels (two species of
Dreissena bivalve mollusks) are native to the Black
Sea region of Eurasia. Both species were believed
to have been introduced to North American in the
late 1980’s by ballast water from transoceanic
ships.
Both species are capable of heavily
colonizing many surfaces including docks, boats,
break walls, beaches, even intake structures at
power stations and water treatment plants.

The change in Burlington beach is evident in these
time-lapse photos. Fifty years ago, the sand was
comprised of pristine quartz. But in the last several
decades broken zebra mussel shell fragments have
steadily replaced inorganic quartz as the dominant
component in some areas of the shoreline. Today
some regions are all shell fragments.
===========================================

Editor’s comment (Fred Haynes)
Brian’s note is appropriate for those on the south side
of Lake Ontario as well. I have collected sand at sites
both east and west of Rochester and found large
sections dominated by coarse-grained Zebra Mussel
shell fragments.
And it does not stop there. I have found mussel-rich
shell beaches on a number of the Finger Lakes and
Life in the Finger Lakes webpage reports that the
invaders have populated 10 of the 11 Finger Lakes.
Only Canadice Lake has been spared, presumably
because of its slightly higher elevation (1100’ ASL).
Several gastropod species are native to the Finger
Lakes and their shells can be found in beach sand, but
if you encounter a beach dominated by shell
fragments, they are undoubtedly the invasive mussels.

A clump of Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorhpa):
quagga mussels look very similar.

These invasive species have thrived in the Great
Lakes and now tons of the broken shells are
washing up on our beaches, more and more every
year - at times covering entire sections of beach
making for very uncomfortable walking. An area,
just west of the Burlington Skyway bridge, is so
covered by these crushed shells the locals have
given it the name Zebra Beach. If this continues,
some of our silica sand beaches may become as
calcareous as tropical island beaches.
WCGMC Sand Times
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Once you have collected and cleaned a few
sands from your little part of the world it is time to
share your finds with other arenophiles. It is time
to enter the rewarding realm of trading sand! But
how?
Most traders seek sand packets of 30 ml. This
goes back to the days of film cannisters.
Remember photographic film? The black Kodak
film containers held 30 ml and were often used to
collect, store, and trade sand. Now a 2” x 3” zipclose bag fills this purpose. Sand traders are
generally generous in their trades. You will often
get more than you send in trade if you don't have
much to offer. One-for-one trade is rarely a
requirement.
Once you have traded with
someone you might even get an occasional
surprise package in the mail with some new
sands at some later date. Keep the people you
have traded with in mind and send them new
samples when you can, especially if you “short
traded” with them. Another unique thing about
sand traders is the “rule” of not charging for sand.
It is not bought and sold.
Sending sand to others within the US is fairly
simple and not very expensive. The USPS Priority
Mail small box ships for $7.90 no matter the
weight. You can get a lot of 30 ml samples in one
of those. Shipping internationally is another story.
The same box to Canada is $26.85 and to Europe
is $36.70 and these prices are sure to go up.
There is also customs to consider when shipping
to another country. Generally, to save customs
charges, you will want to put “No value” on the
customs form. However, I found that some
countries will not accept this. Italy, for example
rejects anything with a no value declaration and it
likely will just be trashed. The recipient will never
get it. So, before you ship find out the rules in the
country you are shipping to. A less expensive way
to ship is First Class mail. It will take longer and
can't be tracked.
When you box up your 30 ml bags take some
extra precaution and fold the zipped edge and
tape it. It's not unusual for the little bags to open
after being tossed around in the mail system and
overseas boxes are likely to be opened for
inspection.
WCGMC Sand Times

Tape the bags being shipped to prevent them from
coming unzipped during transport.

Another consideration when trading is labeling. You can
adhere a label to the bag, insert a paper into the bag
with information, or number the sample and provide a
separate sheet with the information. But what
information? At a minimum you should provide the
location as close as possible. Clearly state the country,
region, city and any detail that gives the narrowest
location detail. At best provide the latitude and longitude
of the collection site. It is not unusual to find different
sands within feet of each other, so, notes about this are
important also as in: “Bottom of dune”, “Top of dune”,
etc.
Further details are usually welcome such as the type of
location, composition, and date. The date may seem
unimportant, but beaches change and, especially
ecologically, the date can be important in seeing how
the sand changes over time. I have received pictures of
the collection sites with samples, also, which can be a
nice extra.
Don't know where to find traders? Join one of the
FaceBook groups:
Sand Collectors United:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sandcollectorsunited/
Sandcollecting:
https://www.facebook.com/SandCollecting/
Sand Collectors:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/47920870616/
Sand Dreamers:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/488257881206636/
Sand Collector Club:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/56352961836/
Sand Swappers Only:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/869001353210548/
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Did you ever wonder how many grains of sand were
on a beach? Or perhaps the simpler question of how
many grains of sand fit into a 20 ml collecting vial. I
imagine you probably have not, but I did.
To get started, we know that 20 ml is equal to 20
cubic centimeters. Now we also will make three
assumptions:
1) assume a medium-grained, well-sorted sand with
grain diameter of 0.33 mm (all grains equal)
2) assume well rounded spherical grains
3) assume hexagonal close packing (HCP) of the
grains where alternating layers of grains sit on
top of each other. Each sphere will touch 12
others, 6 within its layer and 3 in the layers above
and below. With this packing of grains, the
grains will comprise 60% of the volume in the
vial. The rest will be pore space. Put another
way, the porosity in the sand will be 40%

Second method: Construct the problem to account
for the spherical grain shape that is more
commensurate with actual sand and incorporating
the third assumption.
1) The volume of a sphere is equal to 4/3 r3 where
π is 3.1416 and r is the sphere radius (in this
case 0.166 mm). The volume of one sand grain
is therefore 0.192 cubic millimeters.
2) There are 20,000 cubic millimeters in 20 cubic
centimeters (or ml).
3) So there is room for ~1,040,000 sand grains in
that volume (20,000/0.0192).
4) BUT wait, we assumed HCP for these grains and
40% porosity. Therefore, we must multiply our
calculated grain count by the percentage of the
volume that would be occupied by grains. (60%
of 1,040,000 = 624,000.
The larger number (624,000 grains in a 20ml
volume) is likely a more accurate assessment
because it incorporates the concept that the grains
will fill the space more effectively that just sitting atop
the center of the one below. In reality all the grains
are not the same size or shape and these size
variations generally allow for closer packing as
smaller grains settle into spaces between larger
grains. However, I do not think I plan to count sand
grains in any of my 20 ml sample vials to verify this.

Now we are ready to do some math. There are
multiple ways to perform this calculation, but let’s
work it two different ways. Why, you ask, do we do
it two ways? Well, because we can. And because
math with a purpose is fun!
First method: Convert the problem into a standard
cube and work only with length dimensions. This
simple method requires only the first two
assumptions.
1) Each edge of a cube with a volume of 20 cubic
centimeters will be 2.714 cm long. (or the cube
root of 20). Yes, I do know I violated significant
digit rules with this conversion and others).
2) This allows for 82.2 cubes with a diameter of
0.33 mm to align along each edge (27.14
mm/0.33 mm = 82.2)
3) 82.2 x 82.2 x82.2 is ~555,000
4) There are about 555,000 tiny cubes with an edge
length of 0.33 mm in a 20 cubic centimeter or 20
ml volume. Each could hold one spherical
grain if they were stacked directly above each
other.
Of course they would never stack that way so …

20 ml vial of medium-grained garnet-rich sand from
Hamlin Beach on Lake Ontario. Imagine that, over
half a million grains of sand!

Remember, sand grain size ranges from 0.06mm
(very fine) to 2.0 mm (very coarse). There would be
a large difference in the number of sand grains in
your 20 ml sample vial depending on the grain size
of the sand. I will let you calculate this difference.
Anyone who does can report on their results at the
next club meeting.
I will also leave it to you to calculate how many 20ml
vials it would take to remove all the sand from your
favorite beach!
Who said math was useless?

WCGMC Sand Times
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Robert Winfree is an arenophile from Anchorage,
Alaska. He publishes notes on sands in the Facebook
group “Sand Collectors United”. Both of us have traded
sands with him. He has graciously allowed us to
republish some of his FB posts.

Evaporites are mineral deposits precipitated from
supersaturated water. They form in closed basins,
such as inland seas and playa lakes, when water
evaporates more quickly than it is replaced and
when supersaturated groundwater flows to the
surface. The less soluble a mineral is, the more
quickly it separates out of solution, and sometimes
that creates mineral sand beaches and deep
stratified sediment beds. Calcium and magnesium
carbonates typically settle out first, followed by
gypsum (hydrated calcium sulfate), halite (table
salt), followed by potassium and magnesium salts.

Gypsum evaporite sand from White Sands, New
Mexico. Backlighted photo.

Tufa (calcareous sinter) and travertine (Mexican onyx)
are formed by rapid precipitation of calcium carbonate
as carbon dioxide evaporates from supersaturated
ground water, generally in a ventilated cave or a
mineral spring. Mono Lake, California has classic tufa
towers that were forming until a few decades ago,
when lake water levels dropped and exposed the
towers to erosion.
Oolites also occur in supersaturated waters, but they
form differently - through laminar accretion of minerals
around an organic or mineral nucleus. Ooids (the
individual particles that compose oolite) are small, with
spherical or ovoid shapes that are attributed to
constant movement in water. Oolite formation is
generally considered to be a geochemical process,
although microbial films may play a role (as for their
larger relatives, pisolite and oncolite). Most oolites are
composed of calcium carbonate, although extensive
iron oolite deposits have been found and mined from
some sedimentary rocks.
The Caribbean Sea
(especially the Bahamas), Utah’s Great Salt Lake, and
some Cook Island atolls are the best places to look for
modern ooid sands.

Backlighted photo of a hygroscopic dirty salt
evaporite sand collected from the Dead Sea in Israel.
This sample was collected for me 30 years ago and
still hasn't dried out.

The aoelian (wind-blown) dunes at White Sands
New Mexico are evaporite sands composed of
crystalline gypsum. These soft and moderately
soluble mineral sands are still forming by
evaporation of ephemeral brine lakes in the
Tularosa Basin, at the northern end of the
Chihuahua Desert. Elsewhere around the world,
both modern and fossil evaporate deposits are
mined for purposes as diverse as gourmet sea salt,
cosmetic mineral muds, gypsum for plaster
wallboard, and lithium for advanced batteries.
WCGMC Sand Times

Medium-grained ooid sand from Bridger Bay, Great Salt
Lake, Utah. USA.
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Editor’s Note: Kathleen is the third charter member
of the fledgling WCGMC Sand section. This piece
was published in the regular monthly WCGMC
newsletter in December, but since we hope to reach
a larger audience with the Sand Times, we thought
we would include a condensed version here.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I must confess that I am now an arenophile! My
interest began three years ago after finding a very
old corked glass vial of oolitic sand from North Africa
at an estate sale (see photo beside the headline).
The estate belonged to a Science professor who,
around 1904, began collecting sand from many
places in the world.
After Jim Reinhardt’s first presentation to the
WCGMC last year, I caught the “bug” and was
inspired to start collecting. When I read up on the
hobby, I began to think about the places I would start
getting samples, what categories to choose, and
some unique containers in which to store the sand.
I decided to start collecting locally from all the
favorite or special spots that I visited as a child with
my family and cousins. Every weekend there was a
picnic, clambake or swim day at almost all the state
and local parks! All these places had a few common
denominators: me, collecting rocks, frogs, bugs,
turtles; and ,of course, sand. As a kid, though, it
would come home in my sneakers.

I am 5 years old in this picture at Webster Park. My
love of all things outdoors started young.
WCGMC Sand Times

Fast forward, and now as an adult, sand is not only a
fond memory, but a more scientific interest.
All
through the summer, I collected samples from
locations along Lake Ontario from Hamlin Beach,
Webster Park, Fairhaven, and all the way to the St.
Lawrence River. Later in the summer, my collecting
included all the camping areas of my childhood, most
of the Finger Lakes, and four lakes in the
Adirondacks. Some future thoughts are to collect
sand from local and statewide gravel pits for sand
deposits left from the retreating ice sheet.
Most places I collected were public areas and did not
require permission. However, Jim’s advice about
asking permission is important for any private area.
Letting a property owner or park staff know briefly
about sand collecting and what you will be doing is
also wise.
One could look suspicious carrying
around zip-loc bags in and out of cars or “swapping”
them with other collectors in the parking areas!
Well … so far I have sand from my first home below
Pinnacle Hill (large moraine in Rochester), all of the
beaches and parks I frequented as a youth, our first
cottage near Sandy Pond, and dunes along Lake
Ontario where I played and partied. But I did not
stop there.
This summer, I have traded some of my sand and in
turn, have received many sand samples from Jim
Rienhardt and Fred Haynes. My new sands come
from many U.S. states, places the club has travelled
to collect rock, and from countries around the world.
I have asked my friends who plan to travel to any
place exotic to bring me back a small bag of sand.
They say : “Bring what?” Naturally, an explanation
must follow!
I have had great fun putting together the materials
needed to collect sand. It is not expensive and takes
up much less space than rocks. I ordered 20 ml
corked jars online. The bags, scoops and screen
sifters were a Dollar Store deal. A really nice kid’s
scientific microscope with dual lights was a great find
at Goodwill. The best item to house the collection
was a wooden tool chest with felt lined drawers from
Harbor Freight! A friend got an explanation of my
latest hobby and gave me a large pack of unused
address labels.
I guess I have come a long way from when my mom
brushed sand off me at Summerville and swept it out
of our cottage. Little did she know then that someday
her daughter would rekindle her interest in that same
sand.
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A Final Word
If you have read this far, you must be an arenophile.
Either that or it is a boring winter day in your home
town! Regardless, we want to be an inclusive
organization. There is no cost to read this newsletter
or to contribute to it. It will be posted to our club
webpage right alongside the regular newsletter.
We’d love to hear what you think about our first effort
at arenojournalism! Contact us and we’ll be sure to
add your e-mail to the distribution list for subsequent
issues. But more importantly, send either of us your
thoughts or any stories and pictures about sand
collecting you might wish others to see. Of course,
we will accept sands also!

Fred Haynes (fredmhaynes55@gmail.com)
Jim Reinhardt (siderious@gmail.com)

Fred Haynes collecting garnet-sand on the shores of
Lake Superior at Whitefish Point, Michigan this past
August: can it get any better than this?

===========================================================================

Wayne County Gem & Mineral Contacts
ELECTED OFFICERS
President - Linda Schmidtgall
lees@tds.net
Vice-President - Fred Haynes
fredmhaynes55@gmail.com

Secretary - Debbie Breeze
debbiegb55@hotmail.com
Treasurer - Bill Lesniak
Dirtman300@aol.com

315-365-2448
585-203-1733
585-289-6989
315-483-8061

Board of Directors
Gary Thomas gfthomas956@gmail.com
Bob Linderbery bootmanblues@gmail.com
Heidi Morgenstern morgensternheidi@rocketmail.com
Holly Ann Woodworth autum14513@yahoo.com
Past President - Glenn Weiler gwexterior@gmail.com
Visit us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1675855046010058/
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APPOINTED POSITIONS
Bill Chapman – Field Trip Chair
batnpill@empacc.net
Fred Haynes – Newsletter Editor

607-868-4649

fredmhaynes55@gmail.com
585-203-1733
Bill Lesniak – Website Coordinator
Glenn Weiler – Workshop Coordinator
gwexterior@gmail.com
315-594-8478
Linda Schmidtgall – Collection Curator
Eric Elias: GEMFEST Show Chair
thecrystalnetwork@hotmail.com
Fred Haynes – Facebook Administrator
Jim Rienhardt – Sand Chapter siderious@gmail.com
nd

Club meets 2 Friday of each month starting in Sept.
Social meeting at 6:30 PM Regular meeting at 7:00 PM
Park Presbyterian Church, Maple Court, Newark, NY
Website – http://www.wcgmc.org/
Dues are only $15 individual or $20 family for a full season
of fun. Renewal is in October. Send to:
WCGMC, P.O. Box 4, Newark, NY 14513
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